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Abstract—
Commercial use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), or
drones, promises to revolutionize the way in which consumers
interact with retail services. However, the further adoption of
UAVs has been significantly impeded by an overwhelming public
outcry over the privacy implications of drone technology. While
lawmakers have attempted to establish standards for drone
use (e.g., No-Fly-Zones (NFZs)), at present a general technical
mechanism for policy enforcement eludes state-of-the-art drones.
In this work, we propose that Proof-of-Alibi (PoA) protocols
should serve as the basis for enforcing drone privacy compliance.
We design and implement AliDrone, a trustworthy PoA protocol
that enables individual drones to prove their compliance with
NFZs to a third party Auditor. AliDrone leverages trusted
hardware to produce cryptographically-signed GPS readings
within a secure enclave, preventing malicious drone operators
from being able to forge geo-location information. AliDrone
features an adaptive sampling algorithm that reacts to NFZ
proximity in order to minimize the processing cost. Through
laboratory benchmarks and field studies, we demonstrate that
AliDrone provides strong assurance of geo-location while imposing an average of 1.5% overhead on CPU utilization and
0.3% of memory consumption. AliDrone thus enables the further
proliferation of drone technology through the introduction of a
trustworthy and accountable compliance mechanism.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) technology, also
known as “drones”, enables many promising applications.
Besides military purpose, many businesses are paying more
attention on the commercial usage of drones. For example,
Amazon announced its Air Prime Delivery Service [1] in
2013, aiming to deploy small drones to deliver lightweight
packages. The expected delivery time can be as short as 30
minutes after the purchase is made, which is much faster
than the best delivery option in the current state. Additionally,
other drone applications include infrastructure construction,
precision agriculture, and photography [2]–[4].
Despite all the benefits of drones, the public has shown
great concern of privacy for the drone applications. A drone
equipped with high resolution camera can surreptitiously
surveil anyone’s backyard 400 feet high in the air. Since 2010,
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), has been working
on the UAV regulations to control the risks of commercial
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drone usage. The most recent rules [5] include requirements on
the pilots, the UAV specs, and the locations where drones are
allowed to fly. However, these rules mainly focus on the safety
protection but fail to defend against the privacy violation.
One promising countermeasure for mitigating drone surveillance is the establishment of no-fly-zones (NFZs) over privacysensitive locations. If a drone is sufficiently far away from a
sensitive area, surveillance cannot be carried out successfully.
The FAA has designated a variety of NFZs, primarily for
safety purposes, around critical infrastructures such as airports.
An established NFZ specifies that no drone is permitted to fly
within 5 miles of the protected location. To more effectively
notify drone operators of NFZs in their area, the FAA has even
published the B4UFLY mobile app [6]. Unfortunately, regulation alone cannot prevent drones from flying over restricted
areas; as the drone navigates in open airspace, it is hard for an
observer on the ground to accurately determine the location of
a drone. Instead, what is needed is a reliable means of tracking
drone locations for the detection of NFZ policy violations.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation
of AliDrone, a geo-location based alibi protocol that enables
drones to generate proof-of-non-entrance to an NFZ. We
define three roles in the system: Zone Owners that own
some property, Drone Operators that operate a drone and
control its navigation through an area, and Auditors, authorized
third parties (e.g., local agents of the FAA) that attest drone
locations and detect any non-compliance on NFZ regulations.
Before flying, the Drone Operator queries the Auditor for the
location of nearby NFZs. While flying, the drone computes an
alibi, i.e., a signed GPS trace, based on its real time location.
At the end of the flight, the Drone Operator submits the drone’s
Proof-of-Alibi (PoA) to the Auditor. The Auditor then verifies
the PoA and initiates punishment on the Drone Operator if a
policy violation is detected.
We design AliDrone with consideration that a Dishonest
Drone Operator may try to navigate the drone over a restricted
area without being detected by the Auditor. Such an attacker
could attempt to forge an innocent compliant route and compute its alibi based on this forged GPS trace. As a result, an
adversary may take a shortcut route or gain pictures of the
restricted area.
Defending against such adversary is challenging. As the
owner of the drone, the Dishonest Drone Operator has privileged access to the drone software stack as well as any

